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when you've successfully flashed the files, go to settings -> about -> software info and you should find the build number of your phone has been changed to a510fxxu6crh1. to confirm it's changed to the correct firmware code, you can set the country code you're buying from
the samsung website. you should find the products you want is on the top of the page. go to the very right section of the table (there are a lot of items) and find the firmware product you want, for example csc code is "eur (eur - greece)", and by following the above instructions

you should be able to find the correct firmware to flash. once you're ready, it's time to power off your phone and remove the micro usb cable. open the odin3 v3.04 tool and put your newly flashed firmware file (you downloaded earlier) in the ap/cp/nand/ddr1/ddr2 folder. steps to
recovery data on the sd card: turn off your phone. press and hold the power button to turn off your device. hold the power button for 2 seconds and connect to the computer using usb cable. unplug the usb cable from the computer. if you have a file that you want to restore on

your samsung galaxy a5 (2016) sm-a510f, you can do it easily by following the steps below: go to the folder where the file was placed when the computer backed up the files. select the file you want to restore, and then select “restore file”. restore the file by tapping on
“restore”. optionally, you can also save the file first. this can be done by selecting “select file to save” and tapping on the ok button. if the file is already on the computer, it will be automatically restored to the phone.
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